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Introduction

Hello, My name is Trinity, and I am a LinkGineer. I am a 5th grade 

scholar at Link Community Charter school, and today we will be 

presenting our ideas for the design challenge. 

Trinity Saint Pierre



About Our Design :
Parking Lot

● Stage (Performances)
● Food Trucks
● Eating area
● Food pantry and Farmers 

Market
● Ramps (for those who are 

handicapped)

● Summer Programs and 
activities (such as sports)

● Lights or Glass art
● Murals
● Flags
● Banners



Sarah Vaughan Way - The 
LinkGineers recognize Sarah Vaughan as an 
icon. In her name, we have decided to 
rename Broad street after Sarah Vaughan. 
(Sarah Vaughan Way)

Materials Used:  Legos, Plastic / Fake Trees, 
Markers, Styrofoam, Popsicle Sticks, Color Pencils, Clay/ 
Play Doh, Glue, Pencil / Pen, Tape, Paper, Pom Poms, 
Chenille Stems, Cardboard, miniature rubber tires, tape



The walk of fame was made to highlight celebrities from Newark 
who made an impact on the world, while representing our city. 

Each tile would have a small description of the celebrity, to inform 
pedestrians.

Whitney Houston Sarah Vaughan Lauryn Hill Shaquille O’Neal



Food Area          

Micah Smith 

Located inside of the parking lot, there is food area where people could eat the food 
provided. The food is provided in a shack and food truck inside of the parking lot. Cherry 
blossom trees can also be found across the parking lot. Fun fact, Newark New Jersey has 
over 5,000 cherry blossom trees, being the most in the United States!



Stage - Performances in the Park 

The stage found in the parking lot can be used for many different reasons. Such as 

performances, different speeches, and many other fun activities. Lights can be easily found 

across the parking lot (and the stage) to draw attention to bystanders. In front and around of 

the stage you could easily find build in benches so the kids can play and sit on the benches 

while there is no one performing.



Bridge
To prevent any accidents from the busy roads, the LinkGineers 
have decided to create a bridge. Therefore civilians will be able 
to safely cross the street using the bridge. These bridges might 
prevent hours of traffic. We believe that this idea is way more 
efficient and safe than a regular road.



Mural

 Hello my name is yaheed smith and i am a 5th grade 

scholar, Different flags and murals can be found around 

the parking lot. These murals include connections to 

Sarah Vaughan with the music notes representing her 

music.  On one mural there is an interactive screen which 

can highlight upcoming events and activities. The flags 

show the logo of Newark Symphony hall in different 

designs.



Statues And Trees
Hello My name is Delonte and I am in the 
6th grade. The reason we added the 
sculptures is to highlight the other artists 
in Newark. Also the reason we added the 
Trees is to give people oxygen and so 
people get more energy and they will 
enjoy their time here more.



                        Playground
We have decided to go along with a playground because we want the kids to have 
fun while parents are watching the performance(s). Which means parents will not 
have to be stressed while both watching their child / children and the performance at 
the same time.



Closing

Thank you for listening to our 
presentation. We hope to see 
you on the Sarah Vaughan Way 
soon.


